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Details of Visit:

Author: lazyboy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 18 Jun 2021 12:00
Duration of Visit: 50 Minutes
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Normal venue behind Ego with free car parking outside, although at midday getting a parking spot
was not easy. I had just come from seeing Kat at the other location, was soaking wet and standing
at the door for a minute I got even wetter - note to MKE that Bush that overhangs the door needs
trimming back ????
Once inside I was offered a drink and asked die a glass of water before being shown to the small
room opposite the main entrance. 

The Lady:

Gia entered the room and she was soaked too but the wet look certainly suits her. Looked a little
older than I was expecting from her profile pictures but was very attractive. I just knew I was gonna
enjoy the next 30mins.

The Story:

I explained at the outset that this was my 2nd of 4 consecutive punts having already seen Kat and
was seeing Angel and Lucile afterwards. The aim of the session was therefore not to cum but have
a really great time building me up for the finale later.
Gia reminded me very much of a previous MKE favorite, Gabrielle, in the way that she spoke real
dirty and allowed me to finger her - she was very wet down below. The session consisted of lots of
OWO, sex, and humping her thighs, which by the way look as though she could smash a melon
between them, I just love girls with shapely powerful thighs. During our chat, when I asked, Gia said
that we was up for a longer edging session which sounds good to me although I doubt very much I
would last 8hrs which is what Gia said was the longest edging session she had done.

Anyway, our time came to an end, Gia left the room and I waited patiently for Angel. After 10mins I
called the maid (who BTW is very attractive too and I wouldn't say no to!) to ask where Angel was.
Upon checking apparently one person being late had thrown the schedule into a little disarray. I was
therefore offered Gia for a further 20mins which I hastily accepted.

Another 20mins of OWO, HJ, fingering and kissing ensued before my time was eventually up and I
was feeling pleased with myself that I had lasted now a total of 1.5 hours and was eagerly looking
forward to the arrival of Lucile for my final session. Gia had already said that I would have a
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fabulous time with Lucille, and she wasn't wrong, but that is the subject of a separate report.
Thanks Gia for a great time. 
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